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Focus

How is DXC adapting the learning and development 
function to ensure employees have the digital skills 
necessary to be successful?
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Agenda

1. The impact of digital transformation on learning 
and development.

2. Developing learning programs at speed.
3. Bringing data analytics into needs analysis.
4. Bringing outside content into your learning 

ecosystem.
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Impact of Digital Transformation on Employee 
Learning
• Technology is moving ahead at an increasing pace.

• Employees face increasing challenges keeping their skills up to date.

• Traditional approaches to employee development will likely fall short.
– Annual performance reviews and individual development plans may be too little, too late.
– Managers may not know what skills employees need to develop.

• Employees need to own their careers and employability.
– This impacts how HR approaches learning and development.
– L&D needs to move as fast as business and technology changes.
– L&D needs to help employees become effective and independent learners.

• Change will be constant for Millennials
– They will need to constantly develop their skills to ensure employment stability.
– 68% of Millennials surveyed by ManpowerGroup were focused on developing their individual 

skills, not managerial or leadership skills.
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Innovation Causes Sedimentation of Technology AND Skills
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of legacy 
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The “Virtuous” Cycle

CompanyEmployees
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Developing Learning Programs at Speed
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Where Learning and Development has been….

• ADDIE (Analyze, Design, Develop, Implement, Evaluate).
• Developed in the 1970s.
• Measurable objectives and outcomes.
• Linear approach.
• Aligns well to larger “waterfall” programs such as system 

implementations or system integrations where employees 
need to have a target set of skills by a target date. 
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Faster Pace in Technology 

• Manifesto for Agile Software Development
–Individuals and Interactions more than processes and tools.
–Working Software more than comprehensive documentation.
–Customer Collaboration more than contract negotiation.
–Responding to Change more than following a plan.

• DevOps
• Continuous Delivery
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Agile Approach to Learning
• Outside-In versus Inside-Out. Collaboration within the project team and with learners, 

allowing for the flow of ideas, opinions, experiences, and knowledge of members while 
avoiding bureaucracy and indecision. 

• Minimum Viable Product. Be efficient and effective by directing energy and resources 
where it matters to produce a product as quickly as possible. 

• Iterative Process. Deliver learning in frequent releases with constant evaluation allowing 
for modifications and updates. App-store experience.

• The process cycles through evaluation/analysis, design, and development allowing teams 
to create and refine prototypes along the way. 

• Ideas and assumptions are discussed and tested early, thus allowing for rapid 
development of a usable learning assets after only a couple of iterations.
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Allen Interactions Successive Approximation Model -
SAM
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Bringing data analytics into needs analysis.
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Needs Analysis in a Rapidly Changing Environment

• Decreasing lifespan of skills relevance.
• In 18 months technologists will be using tools and systems that haven’t 

been invented yet.
• Traditional SME’s (incumbents and managers) may not know what they 

should be learning.
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Analytics can help the learning function stay ahead of 
the curve.

Analytics

Apps Modernization Cloud Computing

DevOps

Internet of ThingsMobile

Security

Virtualization

Agile Project Management
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Bringing Outside Content into your Learning Platform
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Ensuring Learning Content is Relevant

• Even with Agile development methods and advanced analytics it is a challenge to ensure 
learning content is current.

• Looking beyond the traditional Learning Management System is a way to bring in up-to-
date content, often at reasonable pricing (or even free).

• Tracking can be an issue, but focus needs to be on developing employee capability, not 
logging training hours.
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Alliance Partner Training at DXC
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External Sources/MOOCs
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Summary

• The world is changing rapidly. Employees need to constantly update their skills to stay 
relevant and ensure business success.

• L&D needs to take advantage of new methods to add value to employees and the business.

• L&D needs to look beyond traditional ecosystem for content relevant to the skill 
development needs of employees.
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The “Virtuous” Cycle

CompanyEmployees


